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Abstract—This paper studies key management, a fundamental problem in securing mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). We present
IKM, an ID-based key management scheme as a novel combination of ID-based and threshold cryptography. IKM is a certificateless
solution in that public keys of mobile nodes are directly derivable from their known IDs plus some common information. It thus
eliminates the need for certificate-based authenticated public-key distribution indispensable in conventional public-key management
schemes. IKM features a novel construction method of ID-based public/private keys, which not only ensures high-level tolerance to
node compromise, but also enables efficient network-wide key update via a single broadcast message. We also provide general
guidelines about how to choose the secret-sharing parameters used with threshold cryptography to meet desirable levels of security
and robustness. The advantages of IKM over conventional certificate-based solutions are justified through extensive simulations.
Since most MANET security mechanisms thus far involve the heavy use of certificates, we believe that our findings open a new avenue
towards more effective and efficient security design for MANETs.
Index Terms—Mobile ad hoc networks, security, key management, ID-based cryptography, secret sharing.
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INTRODUCTION

M

OBILE ad hoc networks (MANETs) are infrastructureless, autonomous, stand-alone wireless networks that
are receiving growing attention from both academia and
industry. Security support is indispensable for typical
application scenarios of MANETs such as military and
homeland security operations. Security design for MANETs
is, however, complicated by a number of unique features of
MANETs. Of note are the lack of infrastructure, shared
wireless medium, node mobility, resource constraints of
mobile devices, bandwidth-limited and error-prone channels, and so on [1]. In this paper, we are concerned with key
management, the foundation on which to build any other
security mechanism for MANETs.
Conventional key management techniques may either
require an online trusted server or not. The infrastructureless nature of MANETs precludes the use of serverbased protocols such as Kerberos [2]. We therefore focus
on discussing serverless approaches from here on. There
are two intuitive symmetric-key solutions, though neither
is satisfactory. The first one is to preload all the nodes
with a global symmetric key, which is vulnerable to any
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point of compromise: If any single node is compromised,
the security of the entire network is breached. Assuming a
network of N nodes, the other solution is to let each pair
of nodes maintain a unique secret that is only known to
those two nodes. This approach suffers from three main
drawbacks making it also unsuitable for MANETs. First, it
lacks scalability because it is difficult to establish pairwise
symmetric keys between existing nodes and newly
joined nodes. Second, securely updating the overall
NðN  1Þ=2 keys in the network is a nontrivial (if not
impossible) task, as the size of the network increases. Last,
it requires each node to store ðN  1Þ keys, which may
represent a significant storage overhead in a large network. Symmetric-key techniques are also commonly
criticized for not supporting efficient digital signatures
because each key is known to at least two nodes. This
renders public-key solutions more appealing for MANETs, which are the theme of this paper.
There has been a rich literature on public-key management in MANETs, see [3], [4], 5], [6], [7], [8] for example.
These schemes all depend on certificate-based cryptography (CBC), which uses public-key certificates to authenticate public keys by binding public keys to the owners’
identities. A main concern with CBC-based approaches is
the need for certificate-based public-key distribution. One
naive method is to preload each node with all the others’
public-key certificates prior to network deployment. This
approach can neither scale well with the increasing network
size, nor handle key update in a secure and cost-effective
way. Another approach of on-demand certificate retrieval
may cause both unfavorable communication latency and
often tremendous communication overhead, which will be
justified via simulations in Section 5.5.
As a powerful alternative to CBC, ID-based cryptography (IBC) [9] has been gaining momentum in recent years.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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TABLE 1
Notation

It allows public keys to be derived from entities’ known
identity information, thus eliminating the need for publickey distribution and certificates. This nice feature has
inspired a few IBC-based certificateless public-key management schemes for MANETs such as [10], [11], [12], [13]. The
basic idea is to let some [10], [11], [13] or all network nodes
[12], called shareholders, share a network master-key using
threshold cryptography [14], [15] and collaboratively issue
ID-based private keys. There, however, remain many issues
to be satisfactorily resolved. First of all, the security of the
whole network is breached when a threshold number of
shareholders are compromised. Second, updating ID-based
public/private keys requires each node to individually
contact a threshold number of shareholders, which represents a significant communication overhead in a large-scale
MANET. Third, except our preliminary result in [13], none
of the existing proposals consider how to select the secretsharing parameters used with threshold cryptography to
achieve desirable levels of security and robustness. Last,
there is no comprehensive quantitative argument about the
advantages of IBC-based public-key management schemes
over CBC-based ones.
In this paper, we address all the above concerns by
devising an ID-based key management scheme, called IKM,
for special-purpose MANETs administered by a single
authority. MANETs of this type have long been recognized
and will continue to be one of the major application
categories of wireless ad hoc networking techniques.
Typical examples are those deployed in military battlefield
operations and homeland security scenarios. Our major
contributions are as follows:
.

A novel construction method of ID-based public/
private keys. In IKM, each node’s public key as well
as private key is composed of a node-specific,
ID-based element and a network-wide common
element. Node-specific key elements ensure that
the compromise of arbitrarily many nodes does not
jeopardize the secrecy of noncompromised nodes’
private keys; common key elements enable very
efficient network-wide public/private key updates
via a single broadcast message. We also discuss
efficient key agreement, public-key encryption, and

digital signatures based on such public/private
keys.
. Determining secret-sharing parameters used with
threshold cryptography. Similarly to [10], [11], [12],
we apply threshold cryptography to distribute a
network master-key among some shareholders.
Different from them, we identify devastating pinpoint attacks against shareholders and propose the
corresponding countermeasure based on anonymous routing [17]. In addition, we discuss how to
choose the secret-sharing parameters for meeting
desirable levels of security and robustness.
. Simulation studies of advantages of IKM over
CBC-based schemes. By detailed simulations, we
show that IKM has performance equivalent to CBCbased schemes, denoted by CKM, with regard to key
revocation, while it behaves much better in key
updates. Furthermore, we demonstrate that IKM is
able to turn an elegant CKM-based secure routing
protocol [18] into a much more efficient one.
Since most existing MANET security mechanisms rely on
the heavy use of certificates, we believe that our findings
open a new avenue towards more effective, efficient
security designs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we survey the related work and outline a pairing technique.
Next, we present design goals and the network and
adversary models in Section 3, followed by a detailed
illustration of the IKM design in Section 4. Then, the
simulation-based comparative study of our IKM and CKM
is given in Section 5, and this paper is finally concluded in
Section 6.

2

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first define the notation to be used in the
rest of this paper. We then survey the related work and
outline the pairing technique on which we base our design.

2.1 Notation
For clarity, Table 1 lists some important notation whose
concrete meanings will be further explained where they
appear for the first time.
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2.2 Related Work
Due to space limitations, we only discuss prior art that is
more germane to our work, and refer to [1] for a more
comprehensive survey.
The seminal paper by Zhou and Hass [3] suggests using
CBC and ðt; nÞ-threshold cryptography [14], [15] in MANETs. Let N be the overall number of nodes and t; n be two
integers satisfying t  n > N. In [3], prior to network
deployment, the CA’s public key is furnished to each node,
while its private key is divided into n shares, each uniquely
assigned to one of n chosen nodes called D-CAs hereafter.
During network operation, any t D-CAs can jointly perform
certificate generation and revocation based on their secret
shares, while any less than t D-CAs cannot. Yi and Kravets
[6] proposes selecting computationally more powerful and
physically more secure nodes as D-CAs. Both schemes can
tolerate the compromise of up to ðt  1Þ D-CAs so that
adversaries cannot reconstruct the CA’s private key, and
the failure of up to ðn  tÞ D-CAs so that there are always at
least t functional D-CAs.
Different from [3], [6], URSA [4], [8] is a ðt; NÞ-threshold
scheme in which each of the N nodes is a D-CA. The
advantage of URSA is the increased service availability in
that a certificate can now be generated or revoked by any
t nearby nodes, and URSA can tolerate the failure of up to
ðN  tÞ D-CAs. The disadvantage, however, is that the
compromise of any t out of N nodes would expose the CA’s
private key and thus result in loss of overall system security
[6]. In addition, as noted in [19], URSA is vulnerable to the
Sybil attack [20] because an adversary can take as many
identities as necessary to collect enough shares and
reconstruct the CA’s private key. Other security problems
of URSA are analyzed in [5], [21].
All the above schemes are based on RSA [22], either
explicitly [4], [8] or implicitly [3], [6], [7]. By comparison, the
scheme [5] relies on DSA [23] and threshold cryptography,
and has much worse communication efficiency than RSAbased schemes. The reason is that, to tolerate the compromise of up to ðt  1Þ D-CAs, the DSA-based scheme needs
to contact ð2t  1Þ D-CAs for generating a new certificate,
while RSA-based approaches only involve t D-CAs [5].
Please refer to [12] for simulation studies of the communication inefficiency of DSA-based approaches.
The aforementioned CBC-based schemes are all targeted
for single-authority MANETs as what we have in mind.
Another notable line of approaches such as [19], [24] is to let
each node act as a CA to issue certificates to other nodes.
While maybe suitable for authority-less civilian networks,
they are less fit for single-authority MANETs under
consideration.
Despite its attractive features, IBC has not received
deserved attention as a powerful tool to secure MANETs
until recently. Khalili et al. [10] suggest using IBC and
threshold cryptography in MANETs, but their work is
conceptual. Deng et al. [11] present an ID-based key management scheme for authority-less MANETs, so it is less
applicable to single-authority MANETs we aim at. Bohio
and Miri [25] propose to use ID-based keys for secure
broadcast, but their work is not intended for efficient key
management. Our preliminary work [13] also addresses the
secure application of IBC to MANETs. In addition, Zhang
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et al. develop MASK [17], [26], an IBC-based anonymous ondemand routing protocol for MANETs.
The closest work to ours is ID-GAC [12], in which Saxena
et al. present an elegant IBC-based access control scheme for
ad hoc groups such as MANETs. ID-GAC is basically a
ðt; NÞ-threshold scheme, in which, prior to deployment,
each of the N nodes is furnished with a share of a masterkey. Although having high-level service availability as
URSA [8], ID-GAC suffers from the same undesirable
security drawback mentioned above. In contrast, our IKM is
a ðt; nÞ-threshold scheme, similar to [3], [6]. At first glance,
IKM is less robust than ID-GAC because it only tolerates the
failure of up to ðn  tÞ shareholders instead of ðN  tÞ in
ID-GAC. However, this also means that IKM is more secure
than ID-GAC because the fewer shareholders make it
feasible to spend more in safeguarding them, for instance,
by enclosing them in high-quality tamper-resistant devices
and/or putting them under better monitoring. In addition,
our IKM incorporates an additional defense line by making
shareholders indistinguishable from common nodes via
anonymous routing [17]. Furthermore, even when t or more
shareholders are compromised and the master-key is
exposed, our novel public/private key construction method
guarantees that private keys of noncompromised nodes
remain safe. This is in contrast to the overall loss of security
in ID-GAC (see Section 4.7). Moreover, each noncompromised node in ID-GAC needs to individually contact
t shareholders for key update. In contrast, our IKM is much
more efficient in both computation and communication by
updating public/private keys of all the noncompromised
nodes via a single broadcast message. As an addition,
ID-GAC suffers from the Sybil attack as URSA, while our
IKM does not.

2.3 Pairing Technique
Although the idea of IBC dates back to 1984 [9], only
recently has its rapid development taken place due to the
application of the pairing technique outlined below.
Let p; q be two large primes1 and E=IFp indicate an
elliptic curve y2 ¼ x3 þ ax þ b over the finite field IFp . We
denote by G
G1 a q-order subgroup of the additive group of
points of E=IFp , and by G
G2 a q-order subgroup of the
multiplicative group of the finite field IFp2 . The Discrete
Logarithm Problem (DLP) is required to be hard2 in both
G
G1 and G
G2 . For us, a pairing is a map e^ : G
G1  G
G1 ! G
G2
with the following properties:
1.

Bilinear: 8 P ; Q; R; S 2 G
G1 ,
e^ðP þ Q; R þ SÞ ¼ e^ðP ; RÞ^
eðP ; SÞ^
eðQ; RÞ^
eðQ; SÞ:
ð1Þ
Consequently, for 8 a; b 2 ZZq , we have
e^ðaP ; bQÞ ¼ e^ðaP ; QÞb ¼ e^ðP ; bQÞa ¼ e^ðP ; QÞab ; etc:

1. The conditions that p; q must satisfy are given in [27], [28].
2. It is computationally infeasible to extract the integer x 2 ZZq
¼ faj1  a  q  1g, given P ; Q 2 G
G1 (respectively, P ; Q 2 G
G2 ) such that
Q ¼ xP (respectively, Q ¼ P x ).
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Nondegenerate: If P is a generator of G
G1 , then
G2 .
e^ðP ; P Þ 2 IFp2 is a generator of G
3. Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to
compute e^ðP ; QÞ for all P ; Q 2 G
G1 .
Note that e^ is also symmetric, i.e., e^ðP ; QÞ ¼ e^ðQ; P Þ, for all
P; Q 2 G
G1 , which follows immediately from the bilinearity
and the fact that G
G1 is a cyclic group. Modified Weil [27],
[28] and Tate [29] pairings are examples of such bilinear
maps for which the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP)
is believed to be hard.3 We refer to [27], [28], [29] for a more
comprehensive description of how these pairing parameters
should be selected in practice for efficiency and security.
2.

3

DESIGN GOALS

AND

SYSTEM MODELS

In this section, we present our design goals as well as
network and adversary models.

3.1 Design Goals
From our point of view, a sound key management scheme
for MANETs should satisfy the following requirements.
First, it must not have a single point of compromise and
failure because mobile nodes deployed in hostile environments are subject to either logical or physical attacks.
Second, it should be compromise-tolerant, meaning that the
compromise of a certain number of nodes does not harm the
communication security between noncompromised nodes.
Third, it should be able to efficiently and securely revoke
keys of compromised nodes once detected and update keys
of noncompromised nodes. Last, it should be efficient in
terms of storage, computation, and communication, as
mobile nodes are usually very resource-constrained. It is
worth stressing that communication efficiency is far more
important an issue in MANETs than in wireline networks,
as wireless transmission of a bit can require over 1,000 times
more energy than a single 32-bit computation (see [30]). We
thus must seek ways to reduce communications related to
key management as much as possible.
3.2 Network Model
We consider a special-purpose, single-authority MANET
consisting of N nodes, denoted by a set notation
ðjj ¼ NÞ. The network size N may be dynamically
changing with node join, leave, or failure over time.
Depending on different applications, N may range from
several tens to several thousands or even more. Each node
A 2  has a unique ID, denoted by IDA and assumed to be
its network-layer address as usual.
We assume that each node has limited transmission and
reception capabilities. Two nodes out of transmission range
of each other can communicate via a sequence of intermediate nodes in a multihop fashion. Since all the nodes
belong to a single authority and, thus, have common
interests, node selfishness [31] is not worrysome in that
each node is ready to forward packets not destined for
itself. Nodes may freely move in the network, but do not
continuously move so rapidly as to make the flooding of
every data packet the only feasible routing protocol. This is
3. It is believed that, given < P ; xP ; yP ; zP > for random x; y; z 2 ZZq and
P 2G
G1 , there is no algorithm running in expected polynomial time, which
can compute e^ðP ; P Þxyz 2 G
G2 with nonnegligible probability.
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a common assumption made about node mobility by nearly
all MANET schemes. We further assume that nodes are
capable of performing public-key operations, which is
reasonable for the targeted application scenarios, though
symmetric-key operations should be used instead whenever
possible.
Our IKM is independent of the underlying transport,
routing, or MAC protocols. However, we do assume that,
whenever needed, a valid unicast route can be established
between any two nodes. This can be achieved through
many existing secure routing protocols, such as ARAN [18].
It is worth pointing out that, similar to almost all the other
existing secure routing schemes, ARAN is built upon
conventional certificates. In Section 5.5, we will show that
it can be easily converted into a much more efficient scheme
based on our IKM.

3.3 Adversary Model
Our intention here is to devise a sound key management
scheme for MANETs, so we just consider attacks aimed at
key management itself. Mitigating denial-of-service attacks,
such as physical-layer jamming, MAC-layer misbehavior, or
routing disruption, though important, is beyond the scope
of this paper.
Attacks can be mounted by a single adversary or
collaborative ones. We differentiate between node compromise
and disruption attacks. By saying that a node is compromised,
we mean that adversaries have complete control over it,
including learning or modifying its secret information,
changing its intended behavior, and so on. In contrast,
disrupting a node means that adversaries can only disrupt
communication to that node, e.g., by interfering with wireless
signals to and from it, but cannot read the secret information
stored on it. Therefore, node disruption attacks are less severe
than node compromise attacks. However, we assume that
adversaries cannot compromise or disrupt an unlimited
number of nodes so that legitimate nodes are always the
majority. Nor can they break any of the cryptographic
primitives on which we base our design. In addition, we
assume static instead of dynamic adversaries [32].
We further assume that compromised nodes will eventually exhibit detectable misbehavior. There is unlikely to be
a valid security solution if compromised nodes remain
“passive.” As [4], [8], we assume an efficient misbehavior
detection scheme such as [33] or [34]. One of our main
objectives is to drive identified compromised nodes out of
the network by revoking their keys. Hereafter, we use
compromised nodes to indicate those which have been
compromised and identified, unless otherwise stated.
There are n distributed authorities called D-PKGs in our
IKM, similar in role to the distributed CAs (D-CAs) in
conventional CKM [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. The D-PKGs
differ from common nodes only in that each of them knows
a share of a network master-secret. Similarly to [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], our IKM works properly on the assumption that
adversaries can compromise at most ðt  1Þ D-PKGs and
can disrupt no more than ðn  tÞ D-PKGs. For the sake of
simplicity, we refer to this assumption as the t-limited
assumption. Note that this t-limited assumption only needs
to hold in each predetermined time period rather than the
whole network lifetime, if proactive secret sharing [35] is
used to periodically refresh secret shares of the D-PKGs.
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IKM DESIGN

This section presents our IKM design. We first provide an
overview of IKM in Section 4.1, and then describe the key
predistribution phase in Section 4.2. Next, we discuss how
to achieve efficient key revocation and update in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively. Section 4.5 presents our method of
protecting the D-PKGs from devastating pinpoint attacks,
and Section 4.6 gives general guidelines as to how to select
the secret-sharing parameters t; n. Finally, the security of
IKM is analyzed in Section 4.7.

4.1 Overview
In IKM, each node should carry an authentic ID-based
public/private key pair at any time as a proof of its group
membership. With such key pairs, nodes can realize mutual
authentication, key agreement, public-key encryption, and
digital signatures, among other security services. IKM
consists of three phases: key predistribution, revocation,
and update.
Key predistribution is a one-time process occurring
during network initialization, where a Private Key Generator (PKG), essentially a trusted authority, determines a
set of system parameters and preloads every node with
appropriate keying materials. In addition, the PKG distributes its functionality to n D-PKGs selected among the
N nodes to enable secure and robust key revocation and
update during network operation.
To minimize the damage from node compromise, it is a
must to explicitly revoke public keys of compromised
nodes. During network operation, if suspecting that a peer,
say A, has been compromised, a node sends a signed
accusation against A to some D-PKGs. The accused A is
diagnosed as compromised when the number of accusations against it reaches a predefined revocation threshold,
denoted by , in a certain time window. At that point, the
network enters the key revocation phase in which the
D-PKGs jointly issue a key revocation against A.
As a common practice [8], public/private keys of mobile
nodes need to be updated at intervals for many reasons,
e.g., preventing from cryptanalysis. The key update phase
may occur either periodically according to a prescribed time
period, or reactively when the number of revoked nodes
attains some predetermined threshold. During this phase,
each nonrevoked node can update its public key autonomously and its private key via a single broadcast message.
This is enabled by our novel public/private key construction method. Our scheme can also ensure that compromised
nodes, once revoked, cannot get their keys updated, thus
isolated from the network.
Due to the shared wireless medium, adversaries are easy
to find the whereabouts of D-PKGs based on their network
IDs leaked in routing and data packets [17]. This renders the
D-PKGs particularly vulnerable to devastating pinpoint
attacks. As a natural defense, we propose to make the
D-PKGs indistinguishable from common nodes via anonymous routing [17]. This measure allows us to provide
general guidelines about how to choose the secret-sharing
parameters t; n for achieving desirable levels of security and
robustness.
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4.2 Network Initialization
For a single-authority MANET under consideration, it is
reasonable to assume a trusted PKG will bootstrap the
network, which itself is not part of the resulting network.
4.2.1 Generation of Pairing Parameters
To bootstrap the network, the PKG does the following:
Generate the pairing parameters ðp; q; e^Þ, as described in Section 2.3. Select an arbitrary generator
W of G
G1 .
2. Choose a hash function4 H1 that maps arbitrary
binary strings to nonzero elements in G
G1 .
3. Pick two distinct random numbers KP1 , KP2 2 ZZq
as network master-secrets. Set WP1 ¼ KP1 W and
WP2 ¼ KP2 W , respectively.
Parameters ðp; q; e^; H1 ; W ; WP1 ; WP2 Þ are public knowledge
preloaded to each node, while KP1 and KP2 should never be
disclosed to any single node.
1.

4.2.2 Secret Sharing
To enable key revocation and update during network
operation, it is necessary to introduce the PKG functionality
into the network. In our design, only knowledge of KP2 is
introduced into the network to ensure high-level compromise tolerance (analyzed in Section 4.7). To avoid the single
point of compromise and failure, the PKG performs a
ðt; nÞ-threshold secret sharing of KP2 by first determining a
Pt1
gi xi ðmod qÞ. It then
random polynomial, gðxÞ ¼ KP2 þ i¼1
randomly selects a subset    of size n of nodes as
D-PKGs ðt  n < jj ¼ NÞ. Then, the PKG assigns to each
V
¼ gðIDV Þ. Based on
V 2  a secret share computed as KP2
Lagrange interpolation, any subset A   of size t can codetermine the polynomial:
X
V
V ðxÞKP2
ðmod qÞ;
ð2Þ
gðxÞ ¼
V 2A

Q

S x
where V ðxÞ ¼ S2AnfV g IDIDS ID
is called a Lagrange
V
coefficient. The PKG’s master secret KP2 can then be
reconstructed by computing gð0Þ. However, any subset of
 of size ðt  1Þ or smaller does not suffice to do so. To
enable verifiable secret sharing, the PKG also calculates a
V
V
¼ KP2
W jV 2 g preloaded to each
set of values fWP2
D-PKG. Due to the difficulty in solving the DLP in G
G1 ,
V
all the other D-PKGs cannot deduce the secret share KP2
V
of D-PKG V from WP2 . The IDs of all the D-PKGs are
known to each node to make key revocation and update
feasible, and the choice of t; n will be discussed in
Section 4.6.

4.2.3 Generation of ID-Based Public/Private Keys
One of our essential design points is how to construct an
ID-based public/private key pair for each node A, be it a
D-PKG or common node. Our IKM is composed of a
number of continuous, nonoverlapping key update phases,
denoted by pi for 1  i < M, where M is the maximum
4. We assume that all the hash functions including H1 used in this paper
act like random oracles [36].
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possible phase index. Such pi s may not be of the same
length in time and, thus, do not require nodes to be timesynchronized for them either. Each pi is associated with a
unique binary string, called a phase salt and denoted by salti .
Prior to deployment, the PKG issues a random number salt1
to each node which, in turn, can subsequently generate
salti ¼ salti1 þ 1ð1 < i  MÞ by itself with an efficient hash
function h such as SHA-1 [16].
In IKM, each public/private key pair is both node-specific
and phase-specific and node A’s key pair valid only during
phase pi is denoted by < KA;pi ; K1
A;pi > . Each of KA;pi and
K1
is
comprised
of
a
node-specific
element and a phaseA;pi
specific element common to all the nodes, both in G
G1 . In
particular,
8
< KA;pi :¼ ðKA ; Kpi Þ ¼ ðH1 ðIDA Þ; H1 ðsalti ÞÞ
: K1 :¼ ðK1 ; K1 Þ ¼ ðK H ðID Þ; K H ðsalt ÞÞ:
P1 1
A
P2 1
i
A;pi
A
pi
Initially, the PKG issues < KA;p1 ; K1
A;p1 > to node A which
can acquire < KA;pi ; K1
A;pi > ð1 < i  MÞ from the D-PKGs
during network operation, as will be shown later. For
convenience, hereafter we refer to < Kpi ; K1
pi > as
common public-key and private-key elements of phase
pi , and < KA ; K1
A > as node-specific public-key and
private-key elements of node A. The former pair varies
across key-update phases, while the later pair remains
unchanged during network lifetime and should be kept
confidential to A itself.
Due to the difficulty of solving the DLP in G
G1 , it is
computationally infeasible to derive the network mastersecrets KP1 and KP2 from an arbitrary number of public/
private key pairs [27], [28]. It means that, no matter how
many key pairs adversaries acquire from compromised
nodes, they cannot deduce the private key of any noncompromised node. Therefore, our IKM exhibits the
desirable compromise-tolerant property. The advantage of
our key construction method in facilitating key update can
be seen in Section 4.4. In addition, the resulting higher-level
resilience to the compromise of D-PKGs than the conventional key construction method [12], [13] is to be analyzed in
Section 4.7. Furthermore, we refer to the readers to [37] for
the use of such public/private keys in key agreement, key
agreement, encryption/decryption, and signature generation/verification.
Our IKM allows dynamic node join at any time and
thus ensures high network scalability. Suppose a new
node X joins the network at phase pi . The PKG just needs
to pre-equip X with public system parameters and
< KX;pi ; K1
X;pi > .

4.2.4 Generation of Key-Update Parameters
Let tc be the maximum number of compromised nodes the
network can tolerate. To realize broadcast-based public/
private key updates, the PKG picks M distinct 2tc -degree
P c
j
polynomials, denoted by fli ðxÞ ¼ 2t
j¼0 li;j x ðmod qÞgi¼1;...;M

c
with li;j 2 ZZq , and M distinct t -degree polynomials,
denoted by

fui ðxÞ ¼
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tc
X

ui;j xj ðmod qÞgi¼1;...;M

j¼0

with ui;j 2 ZZq . Since K1
pi is a point on E=IFp , its x-coordinate
x
(denoted as ½K1
pi  ) can be uniquely determined from its
y
y-coordinate (denoted as ½K1
pi  ). The PKG then constructs
y
fvi ðxÞ ¼ ½K1
pi   ui ðxÞgi¼1;...;M , which are given to each
node A along with fli ðIDA Þgi¼1;...;M .

4.2.5 Summary
To summarize, each node has the following cryptographic
materials before network deployment:
. Pairing parameters: ðp; q; e^; H1 ; W ; WP1 ; WP2 Þ.
. Public and private keys: < KA;p1 ; K1
A;p1 > .
. Phase salt: salt1 .
. Key-update parameters: fvi ðxÞ; li ðIDA Þgi¼1;...;M .
In addition to the above materials, each D-PKG V 2  holds
V
V
V
a secret share KP2
and values fWP2
¼ KP2
W jV 2 g.

4.3 Key Revocation
Key revocation is comprised of three subprocesses: misbehavior notification, revocation generation, and revocation
verification. The following description applies to phase pi .
4.3.1 Misbehavior Notification
Upon detection of node A’s misbehavior, node B generates a
against A, where sB is a
signed accusation ½IDA ; sB K1
B;pi
timestamp for withstanding message replay attacks. The
revocation needs to be sent to the D-PKGs to report A’s
misbehavior. The naive flooding of the accusation is insecure
because it may alert the accused A to temporarily behave
normally. By doing so, it attempts to make the number of
accusations against it below the predefined revocation
threshold  to avoid being revoked. Therefore, B should
unicast the accusation secretly to the D-PKGs. The next
question is to which D-PKGs the accusation is sent. The
following approach is adopted in IKM.
During network initialization, the PKG furnishes each
node with a function F that maps each node ID to the
IDs of  distinct D-PKGs. More formally, for node
A 2 , F ðIDA Þ ¼ fIDXj j1  j  ; Xj 2 ; Xj 6¼ Ag. There
are many possible ways to construct such a function.
One simple approach is to divide the node set  into
n disjoint node sets, each associated with  D-PKGs.
However, the condition that must be satisfied is that the
node set a D-PKG belongs to should not be associated
with itself. In our IKM, node B is required to send the
g
to
accusation in an encrypted form f½IDA ; sB K1
B;pi kB;V
each V 2 F ðIDA Þ, where kB;V is the shared key with V
that can be derived using the method given in [37].
The value of  determines the tradeoff between resilience
to D-PKG compromise and communication overhead. The
smaller , the lower the related communication overhead,
the less resilient the network is to the compromise of
D-PKGs, and vice versa. Specifically, in one extreme case
that  ¼ 1, the communication overhead is the lowest, while
the compromise of a D-PKG, say IDX1 ðX1 2 Þ which has
not been revoked, would allow all the accused whose IDs
are mapped by F to IDX1 to escape revocation. In another
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extreme case that  ¼ n, the network shows perfect
resilience to D-PKG compromise, while the related communication overhead is the highest. Therefore,  should be
carefully chosen in practice to strike a good balance
between these two metrics.

4.3.2 Revocation Generation
Upon receipt of an accusation from B, a D-PKG will simply
drop it if the accuser itself has been revoked. Otherwise, the
D-PKG saves the accusation after decrypting it and
verifying B’s signature. To prevent an unrevoked compromised node from falsely accusing legitimate nodes, a node
is diagnosed as compromised only when the number of
accusations against it reaches the network-wide revocation
threshold  in one key update phase or any other
predetermined time window. The choice of  is application-specific and determines the tradeoff between tolerance
of false accusations and compromise detectability: a larger 
means higher-level tolerance of false accusations but lower
compromise detectability, and vice versa.
Once the revocation threshold is attained, a key revocation against node A needs to be generated and published. In
IKM, to generate a revocation needs the joint efforts of
t D-PKGs. For simplicity, we assume that, among F ðIDA Þ,
the D-PKG with the smallest ID acts as the role of
revocation leader. We distinguish between two cases. If
  t, each of the t D-PKGs in F ðIDA Þ with smallest IDs
generates a partial revocation (shown below) sent to the
revocation leader. If  < t, all the D-PKGs in F ðIDA Þ should
generate a partial revocation and send it to the revocation
leader. In addition, the revocation leader sends the
accumulated accusations against A to ðt  Þ extra randomly picked D-PKGs, each of which responds with a
partial revocation after verifying the accusations.
For ease of presentation, let A   denote the t D-PKGs
participating in revocation generation. Each V 2 A generV
ates a partial revocation KP2
H1 ðIDA Þ accumulated at the
revocation leader. The revocation leader can construct a
complete revocation from these partial revocations through
Lagrange interpolation, which is an application of pairingbased threshold signatures [28], [38]. In particular, a
complete revocation is derived as
X
V
IDA ¼
V ð0ÞKP2
H1 ðIDA Þ ¼ KP2 H1 ðIDA Þðmod qÞ;
V 2A

where V ð0Þs are Lagrange coefficients defined in (2). It is
possible that one or several members of A are unrevoked
compromised nodes which might send wrongly computed
partial revocations. To detect this, the revocation leader
checks whether the following equation holds.
e^ðIDA ; W Þ ¼ e^ðH1 ðIDA Þ; WP2 Þ:

ð3Þ

If so, it knows that this revocation is authentic and all other
ðt  1Þ D-PKGs gave correct partial revocations. The
equation should hold for a valid revocation because
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e^ðIDA ; W Þ ¼ e^ðKP2 H1 ðIDA Þ; W Þ
ð^
e is bilinearÞ
¼ e^ðH1 ðIDA Þ; W ÞKP2
¼ e^ðH1 ðIDA Þ; KP2 W Þ ð^
e is bilinearÞ
ðWP2 ¼ KP2 W Þ:
¼ e^ðH1 ðIDA Þ; WP2 Þ
The revocation leader then floods < IDA ; IDA > throughout the network to inform others that A has been
compromised.
If (3) does not hold, the revocation leader knows that at
least one of the partial revocations is incorrect. Our IKM
allows the pinpoint identification of the misbehaving
V
H1 ðIDA Þ, the
D-PKG(s). To do this, for each received KP2
V
to check
revocation leader harnesses the preloaded WP2
V
V
Þ
whether the equation e^ðKP2 H1 ðIDA Þ; W Þ ¼ e^ðH1 ðIDA Þ; WP2
holds. The check should succeed for a valid partial
V
V
¼ KP2
W and e^ is bilinear. Otherrevocation because WP2
wise, the revocation leader considers V misbehaving and
then issues a signed accusation against it. After identifying
all misbehaving D-PKGs in A, the revocation leader solicits
the corresponding number of new partial revocations from
D-PKGs in nA, calculates a complete revocation, and
verifies it as before. Continuing this process, the revocation
leader can form a correct revocation against A, as long as
there are at least t well-behaved D-PKGs in .
Our IKM can handle the situation that the revocation
leader itself is a compromised node well. If other D-PKGs in
F ðIDA Þ do not receive a correct revocation against A in a
certain time window, they would consider the revocation
leader misbehaving and publish signed accusations against
it. Then, the D-PKG in F ðIDA Þ with the second lowest ID
succeeds as the revocation leader and restarts the revocation generation process. We can see that, as long as there is
at least one noncompromised D-PKG in F ðIDA Þ and there
are at least t noncompromised D-PKGs in , a valid
accusation against node A can always be generated. In
addition, our pinpoint identification mechanism will deter
the D-PKGs compromised yet unrevoked from offering
invalid partial revocations to avoid being easily caught.
Therefore, we expect that a valid revocation will be
generated most likely in one round. Also notice that, since
whether a D-PKG provides a wrong partial revocation and
whether the revocation leader behaves normal are both
publicly verifiable, compromised but unrevoked D-PKGs
dare not falsely accuse the revocation leader or other
D-PKGs in order to avoid being identified.

4.3.3 Revocation Verification
Upon reception of IDA , every node verifies it by checking if
(3) holds. If so, it should record IDA in its memory and
refuse to interact with node A in future time. In our IKM,
each node needs to store the IDs of all the revoked nodes.
Assuming that each node ID is of 16 bytes, it costs a node
about 4 KB to store 250 IDs of compromised nodes, which is
believed to be an acceptable overhead given the increasingly low memory price. Some space-efficient data storage
techniques such as Bloom filters [39] may be used to reduce
the storage overhead. However, we do not further
investigate this issue for lack of space.
In rare cases, the revoked A and/or its conspirators may
be the sole connections between parts of the network. Since
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they would not further propagate the revocation, there
might be some legitimate nodes which cannot receive the
revocation. Fortunately, this problem can be greatly
mitigated by node mobility. In particular, we require each
node to store received revocations for a certain amount of
time. When a node meets a new neighbor, it can exchange
its stored revocations with that neighbor. If that neighbor
offers some unknown revocations, it records the revoked
node IDs after verifying those revocations. Since a node can
dump stored revocations after a while, the related storage
overhead should be affordable.

4.4 Key Update
To withstand cryptanalysis and limit any potential damage
from compromised keys, it is a common practice [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8] to employ relatively frequent key update. A new
key update phase piþ1 starts either when phase pi lasts for
more than a predetermined time threshold, or when the
number of nodes revoked in pi has attained a prescribed
threshold.
In IKM, each node B can update its public key
autonomously as KB;piþ1 :¼ ðH1 ðIDB Þ; H1 ðsaltiþ1 ÞÞ, where
saltiþ1 ¼ salti þ 1. In other words, B just performs two
hash operations, one for generating the phase salt for
piþ1 and the other for computing the new common
public-key element. By contrast, generating the common
private-key element K1
piþ1 ¼ KP2 H1 ðsaltiþ1 Þ needs the
collective efforts of t D-PKGs in . For simplicity, we
assume that Z 2  initiates phase piþ1 , though in
practice, the D-PKGs should take turns to act as this
role to balance their resource usage. Z randomly selects
ðt  1Þ other nonrevoked D-PKGs from  and sends a
request to each of them. Let A denote these t D-PKGs
including Z itself. Each V 2 A uses its secret share
to generate a partial common private-key element
V
H1 ðsaltiþ1 Þ accumulated at Z which, in turn, conKP2
structs the complete K1
piþ1 using Lagrange interpolation,
P
V
¼

ð0ÞK
H
K1
V
piþ1
V 2A
P2 1 ðsaltiþ1 Þ ¼ KP2 H1 ðsaltiþ1 Þ. Notice
is
self-authenticating
in that every node can
that K1
piþ1
check its authenticity by checking if the following
equation holds:
^ðH1 ðsaltiþ1 Þ; WP2 Þ:
e^ðK1
piþ1 ; W Þ ¼ e

ð4Þ

It is also possible that some D-PKGs in A might be
compromised of yet unrevoked nodes. The method used
in revocation generation can be employed as well to deal
with this case. As long as there are at least t noncompromised D-PKGs in , a valid Kp1
can always be generated.
iþ1
securely
to
all
the nonrevoked nodes,
To propagate K1
piþ1
we use a variant of the self-healing group key distribution
scheme by Liu et al. [40].5 Let    denote the set of nodes
revoked until phase pi (including pi ). D-PKG Z broadcasts
the following message:


Bi :¼ fIDX gX2 [ U j ðxÞ ¼ j ðxÞuj ðxÞ þ lj ðxÞ j¼1;...;i ;
5. K1
pi can be viewed as a group key to be distributed to nonrevoked
group members.
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Q
where j ðxÞ ¼ X2 ðx  IDX Þ. When a nonrevoked node,
say B, receives this message, it derives
U i ðIDB Þ ¼ i ðIDB Þui ðIDB Þ þ li ðIDB Þ:
Since B knows vi ðxÞ, li ðIDB Þ, and j ðIDB Þ 6¼ 0 (see
Þli ðIDB Þ
Section 4.2.4), it can get ui ðIDB Þ ¼ U i ðIDiBðID
and then
BÞ
y
½K1
pi  ¼ vi ðIDB Þ þ ui ðIDB Þ. Subsequently, node B comx
putes ½K1
pi  using the elliptic curve E=IFp , thus constructing

the complete K1
pi . In a similar way, all the other nonrevoked
nodes can derive K1
pi and finish key update. Any revoked
node X 2 , however, cannot compute ui ðIDX Þ and, thus,
K1
pi because i ðIDX Þ ¼ 0. In addition, as long as the number
of compromised nodes is no more than tc , i.e., j  tc j, the
compromised nodes cannot jointly determine K1
pi either, as
shown in [40].
The above key-update method provides the selfhealing capability in the sense that any nonrevoked node
can recover K1
pj for any phase pj ðj > iÞ, of which it did
not receive the key-update broadcast message due to
reasons such as mobility, channel errors, and temporary
network partitions. Consider node B again as an
example. It can get K1
pj in the similar way as obtaining
K1
pi . This nice feature, however, is achieved at the cost of
increased communication overhead. Therefore, if either
this self-healing capability is not required or reliable
broadcast can be guaranteed, the broadcast message Bi
can change to fIDX gX2i [ fU i ðxÞ ¼ i ðxÞui ðxÞ þ li ðxÞg,
Q
where i ðxÞ ¼ X2 ðx  IDX Þ and i  represents the
set of new nodes needed to be revoked in phase pi . In
doing so, the broadcast communication overhead can be
reduced.

4.5 Securing D-PKGs against Pinpoint Attacks
Similar to [3], [6], [7], our IKM relies on the validity of the
t-limited assumption mentioned in Section 3.3. However, if
adversaries have the entire network lifetime to mount
attacks, they may compromise or disrupt enough D-PKGs
sooner or later. As a well-known countermeasure, Herzberg
et al. [35] propose to periodically refresh secret shares
without changing the original secret, in such a way that any
information learned by adversaries about individual shares
becomes obsolete after the shares are refreshed. In addition,
they present techniques to periodically and securely recover
shares not refreshed properly to withstand D-PKG disruption attacks. Their techniques are either adopted or
suggested by [3], [6], [7]. To deal with long-term adversaries,
we also suggest to incorporate such proactive secret-sharing
techniques in our IKM.
Proactive secret-sharing techniques are valid as long as
adversaries are t-limited in each predefined time period.
Nearly all previous proposals simply make this assumption
without efforts to justify it. In our opinion, without
precaution, the t-limited assumption is difficult to hold for
MANETs deployed in hostile environments. The reason is
that the IDs of the D-PKGs are public knowledge to every
node, and adversaries can easily get this information, e.g.,
by compromising a single node. In common MANET
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routing protocols such as AODV [41] and DSR [42], node
IDs are left bare without any protection. The shared
wireless medium renders adversaries to perform passive
eavesdropping and easily locate the D-PKGs based on their
IDs leaked in routing and data packets. As a result,
adversaries can launch pinpoint compromise or disruption
attacks on the locked D-PKGs. This type of severe pinpoint
attacks resulting from the unique characteristics of MANETs are reported in [17], [43]. Obviously, we have to seek
efficient ways to thwart such pinpoint attacks to make the
t-limited assumption reasonable.
Assume that adversaries have no ways (e.g., traffic
analysis) to distinguish between the D-PKGs and non-DPKG nodes other than from their IDs. We propose to
eliminate the pinpoint attacks via our prior work MASK
[17], an anonymous on-demand routing protocol for
MANETs. Also built upon IBC, MASK can nicely fulfill
the routing and packet forwarding tasks without disclosing
the real IDs of participating nodes. It is shown to have high
routing efficiency comparable to that of classic AODV [41].
For lack of space, we refer to [17] for more details on MASK.
Our MASK guarantees that, given a node ID, adversaries
cannot ascertain whom and where the corresponding node
is. For our purpose, this means that, even given the list of
D-PKG IDs, adversaries cannot determine which nodes are
the D-PKGs based on passive eavesdropping of node IDs.
Therefore, the pinpoint attacks are effectively defeated.
Also, note that the same method can be used to eliminate
pinpoint attacks on the D-CAs in [3], [6], [7].

4.6 Choosing Secret-Sharing Parameters
Now, we discuss how to select the secret-sharing parameters t; n for a good trade-off between security, and
robustness, namely, the resilience to the compromise and
disruption of D-PKGs, respectively. For a fixed n, the larger
t is, the more secure the network is because adversaries
need to compromise more D-PKGs to learn KP2 , the less
robust the network is in that adversaries need to disrupt
fewer D-PKGs to make KP2 irrecoverable, and vice versa.
To strike a good balance between them, it is often wise to let
t ¼ dn2 e, as suggested in [14], [15]. The next question is, given
the network size N, how we decide the value of n to achieve
desired levels of security and robustness.
With our MASK in place, adversaries cannot distinguish
between the D-PKGs and common nodes based on passive
eavesdropping. What they can only do is to attempt to
compromise or disrupt randomly picked nodes with the
expectation that those nodes happen to be the D-PKGs.
Assume that adversaries can surreptitiously compromise
and disrupt up to Nc  t and Nd  n  t þ 1 nodes,
respectively, in each proactive secret-sharing time period
without being detected. We define P rc and P rd as the
probabilities that at least t out of Nc compromised nodes
and ðn  t þ 1Þ out of Nd disrupted nodes happen to be
D-PKGs. In particular,
 Nn
n Nn 
minðn;N
minðn;N
dÞ
X c Þ ni N
X
i
Nd i
c i
 
  ;
and P rd ¼
P rc ¼
i¼t

N
Nc

i¼ntþ1

N
Nd

where t ¼ dn2 e. In practice, we want both probabilities to be
as low as possible. Prior to deployment, the PKG can use
the enumerative method to determine the values of t; n for
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obtaining appropriate values of P rc and P rd , i.e., meeting
desirable levels of security and robustness. For example,
when N ¼ 50, Nc ¼ 5, and Nd ¼ 7, we have P rc ¼ 1:19 
104 and P rd ¼ 8:53  105 if n ¼ 10 and, thus, t ¼ 5; when
N ¼ 50, Nc ¼ 10, and Nd ¼ 14, we have P rc ¼ 1:8  105
and P rd ¼ 7:88  104 if n ¼ 20 and, thus, t ¼ 10. Obviously, the success probabilities of such random attacks
are pretty low.
During network operation, the network size N may be
changing with node join, leave, or failure over time.
Accordingly, the parameters t; n and the D-PKG set should
be adjusted to maintain desirable levels of security and
robustness. This can be easily realized through verifiable
secret redistribution by Wong et al. [44] to redistribute the
PKG’s master key KP2 from a ðt; nÞ structure to a ðt0 ; n0 Þ one.

4.7 Security Analysis
Here, we briefly compare the security of our IKM with
CKM such as [3], [6] and previous IBC-based schemes
[12], [13] (referred to as o-IKM). In o-IKM, the PKG only
has one master secret KP2 jointly shared by n chosen DPKGs in a ðt; nÞ-threshold fashion. Each node A has a
public/private key pair ðH1 ðIDA kexpÞ; KP2 H1 ðIDA kexpÞÞ,
where exp indicates the key expiration time. To renew its
private key before it expires, A needs to individually
contact t out of n D-PKGs for partial private keys, based
on which to construct a complete one via Langrange
interpolation. As usual, our discussion is from the
viewpoint of key management instead of cryptographic
algorithms themselves.
Since all three approaches are ðt; nÞ-threshold schemes,
they have the same level of security as long as the t-limited
assumption holds. However, they differ in the worst-case
scenario where adversaries manage to compromise at least
t distributed CAs (D-CAs for short) in CKM, or t D-PKGs in
IKM or o-IKM. In that situation, adversaries are able to
construct the CA’s private key in CKM, or the PKG’s master
secret KP2 in IKM or o-IKM. For both CKM and our IKM,
adversaries cannot deduce the private key of any noncompromised node, be it a D-CA (or D-PKG) or common
node. Therefore, the communication security between
noncompromised nodes is still guaranteed. In contrast, the
exposure of KP2 in o-IKM would result in the loss of overall
system security because it permits adversaries to derive all
the private keys of all the compromised or noncompromised nodes ever used since the network formation. This
means that adversaries would be able to freely read
encrypted messages observed in the past or future, and
forge any node’s digital signature.
In summary, our IKM is at least as secure as conventional CKM, but outperforms o-IKM in the worst-case
scenario.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the proposed IKM with
conventional CKM via simulations. As mentioned in
Section 2.2, DSA-based CKM solutions have much worse
communication efficiency than RSA-based ones under the
same security level. Therefore, we focus on comparing IKM
with RSA-based CKM, which is implemented mainly based
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on [4], [8] with the number of D-CAs set to n instead of N.
As discussed before, our IKM is more secure than o-IKM
[12], [13] under the same secret-sharing parameters ðt; nÞ. In
addition, the communication and computation overheads of
o-IKM are the same as those of IKM with regard to key
revocation, but are much higher in terms of key update
because o-IKM requires that each node individually contact
t out of n D-PKGs for key update. Since the advantages of
our IKM over o-IKM are quite obvious, we do not offer the
simulation results of their comparison for lack of space.

5.1 Simulation Setup
The comparison is done within GloMoSim [45], a popular
MANET simulator, on a desktop with an Intel P4 2.4GHz
processor and 1 GB memory. Although such a powerful
machine may not be available in some application scenarios,
it should be appropriate for the comparative study of IKM
and CKM. To avoid causal implementation errors and
guarantee fair comparison, all the cryptographic primitives
are built using MIRACL [46], a standard cryptographic
library.
For CKM, the underlying CBC is RSA with a 1,024-bit
modulus for sufficient security. An RSA public key
consists of an ordered pair ðs; eÞ where s is the modulus,
and e is the public exponent. A common value for the
public exponent is e ¼ 216 þ 1, which is the value we use
for all public exponents. Note that this is in favor of CKM
because RSA encryption and signature verification can be
made very fast with e ¼ 216 þ 1 than a random exponent.
Therefore, an RSA public key would require 128 bytes for
the modulus and 3 bytes for the public exponent,
resulting in a total size of 131 bytes. In addition, an
RSA signature consists of a single 1,024-bit value. For
simplicity, we assume that a node ID is of 16 bytes and
that certificate expiration time can be encoded in 2 bytes.
An RSA certificate < IDA ; ðn; eÞ; exp; CA0 s signature > will
be a total of 277 bytes in length.
For our IKM, the bilinear map e^ we use is the Tate
pairing [29]. q is a 160-bit Solinas prime 2159 þ 217 þ 1 and
p is a 512-bit prime equal to 12qr  1 (for some r large
enough to make p the correct size). Such choices of q; p
deliver a comparable level of security to 1,024-bit RSA
[27], [28]. The elliptic curve E we use is y2 ¼ x3 þ x
defined over IFp . The ID-based signature primitive ½MK1
A;pi
used is the one outlined in [37], in which a signature
consists of one element of G
G1 and one element of ZZq .
Since the former is a point on E=IFp , only the y-coordinate
needs to be transmitted because the x-coordinate can be
easily derived using E. Therefore, an ID-based signature is
of 84 bytes. This point compression technique is also used
in transmitting key revocations and common private-key
components, both being elements in G
G1 . Moreover, the
hash function SHA-1 [16] and the symmetric-key encryption primitive RC6 [47] are used wherever applicable.
We simulate a MANET with 50 nodes deployed in a
700  700 m2 square field.6 The physical-layer path loss
6. Note that for the simulated network size, it may be feasible to preload
each node with all the others’ public keys. However, it should be
understood that this choice is just for illustration purposes and also to
ensure a fair comparison with ARAN [18] which uses the same network
size.
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model is the two-ray model. The node transmission range is
250 meters and the channel capacity is 2 Mb/s. The MAC
protocol used is the Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) of the IEEE 802.11. For simplicity, the underlying
routing protocol is AODV [41] instead of our MASK [13].
Nodes initially are uniformly distributed and node mobility
are emulated according to the random waypoint model [42].
We run simulations for constant node speeds of 5, 10, and
15 m/s, with pause time fixed to 5 seconds. In addition, we
use 20 CBR connections with random source and destination pairs throughout the simulations. All the data packets
are 512 bytes and are sent at a speed of four packets/s.

5.2 Computational Costs
We present the computational costs of outstanding primitive operations in CKM and IKM in Table 2. As compared to
RSA operations, the pairing evaluation is currently a
relatively expensive operation, which by far takes the most
running time of an IBC algorithm. However, since the
pairing is a relatively new technique, we anticipate that its
evaluation cost will be much reduced with the rapid
advance in cryptography. For example, Barreto et al. [48]
recently announced an approach to evaluate the Tate
pairing by up to 10 times faster than previous methods,
the implementation of which is underway. In addition, the
pairing computation can be much accelerated by using
dedicated cryptographic hardware. For instance, it is
reported in [49] that the Tate pairing can be calculated in
about 6 ms on a modern FPGA. Despite its computational
inefficiency, we will see below that our IKM still outperforms CKM in almost all aspects because of its certificateless nature.
5.3 Comparison in Key Revocation
Here, we compare IKM with CKM with regard to key
revocation. We use 20 CBR sessions as background “noise”
to simulate more realistic scenarios. Two sets of secretsharing parameters ðt; nÞ are simulated: (5, 10) and (10, 20).
The revocation process of CKM is implemented as similar to
that of our IKM. For simplicity, we set the revocation
threshold  equal to t and each accusation is sent to  ¼ 1
D-PKG in IKM or D-CA in CKM. In other words, when the
number of accusations against one specific node reaches  ¼
t at a D-PKG or D-CA, that D-PKG or D-CA sends the
accumulated accusations to other random ðt  1Þ out of ðn 
1Þ D-PKGs or D-CAs which, in turn, send back partial
revocations after verifying the received accusations. To
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TABLE 3
Comparison of Key Revocation Time

avoid possible MAC-layer collisions resulting from returned
partial revocations, the revocation leader uses a fixed delay
of one second between contacting two different D-PKGs.
Table 3 gives the one-time key revocation time of IKM
and CKM for t ¼ 5 and 10, respectively. The counted time
starts from when a D-PKG or D-CA sends the accumulated
accusations to ðt  1Þ peers, until the last node in the
network receives and verifies the final complete revocation.
All packet transmission and cryptographic processing time
has been included. As we can see, although our IKM is
slightly inferior to CKM, both can finish a key revocation in
a very short duration. This demonstrates the feasibility of
real-time public-key revocations in MANETs. We can also
observe that, the larger the threshold t is, the more time it
takes to finish the revocation process, which is quite
intuitive. In addition, node mobility has little impact on
the revocation time in that the revocation process only
involves the transmission of 2ðt  1Þ unicast packets and
one network-wide broadcast packet for the final revocation.
Such a small amount of traffic can be transmitted before the
network topology changes significantly and thus some
unicast routes break due to node mobility.

5.4 Comparison in Key Update
In this section, we demonstrate the advantage of our IKM
over CKM in terms of key update. Again, 20 CBR sessions
are used to emulate normal traffic scenarios. For our IKM,
the key update process starts when one D-PKG sends a key
update request to other random ðt  1Þ D-PKGs,7 and
finishes when all the network nodes receive and verify the
broadcasted common private-key component. For CKM, the
key update process lasts from when the first node starts
contacting t random D-CAs for key update until the last
node finishes its key update through t random D-CAs. To
avoid traffic collisions at the D-CAs, a fixed interval of
5 seconds is inserted between two consecutive key updates
by two different nodes.8
We are interested in two metrics: one-time key update
time, including packet transmission time and all cryptographic processing time, and key update overhead in
number of packets, which counts all the key requests/
replies and the incurred routing control packets. Tables 4
and 5 compare our IKM with CKM with regard to these two
metrics for t ¼ 5 and 10, respectively. Since a key update
process in IKM is similar to a key revocation process, it can
be finished in a similarly short period. In contrast, key
update in CKM requires a relatively great amount of time
and incurs a significantly larger overhead. In addition, the
key update time and overhead of both schemes increase
with the threshold t, which is of no surprise.
7. The 1-s sending interval is still used.
8. We have tried different interval values and the chosen one can
guarantee that almost all the nodes can successively finish their key update
within the simulation time.
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TABLE 4
Comparison of Key Update ðt ¼ 5Þ

TABLE 5
Comparison of Key Update ðt ¼ 10Þ

5.5 Comparison in Secure Routing
A most important use of public-key techniques in MANETs
is to secure routing protocols. As noted in [18], most
existing secure routing schemes for MANETs rely on the
use of public keys and certificates without explicitly
discussing how to perform certificate distribution. By
contrast, a recent work, called ARAN [18], accounts for
certificate distribution. ARAN is an elegant scheme because
it is essentially a secured version of classic AODV [41] and
thus preserves many nice features of AODV. However,
using ID-based public/private keys in place of certificatebased ones can turn ARAN into a much more efficient
solution, which is shown as follows.
Due to space limitations, we refer to [18] for detailed
descriptions of ARAN. For ease of presentation, we denote
the original ARAN by ARAN-CKM and the modification
with our IKM by ARAN-IKM. Regarding the overall
routing process, ARAN-IKM is the same as ARAN-CKM.
Their difference lies in the structures and cryptographic
processing of routing control packets, including route
discovery/reply/error packets. For example, assuming a
source and destination pair of nodes X and Y , a typical
route discovery packet (RDP) in ARAN-CKM is of format
< hhRDP ; IDY ; NX iX1 iA1 ; certX ; certA > :
Here, hmiX1 stands for message m with its RSA signature
generated under node X’s RSA private key X 1 ; NX is a
monotonically increasing sequence number set by X; certX
is the RSA certificate of source X (see Section 5.1 for the
certificate format); certA is the RSA certificate of an
intermediate node A attached when A forwards the RDP
of X to its own neighbors.9 Considering the RDP format
< RDP ; IDY ; NX ; IDX ; IDA > in AODV [41], ARAN-CKM
adds 778 bytes to the RDP. Suppose the network is in key
update phase pi . In ARAN-IKM, the RDP changes to
< ½½RDP ; IDY ; NX K1
 1 ; IDX ; IDA > :
X;p K
i

A;pi

Therefore, ARAN-IKM increases the RDP in AODV by
168 bytes because of the two ID-based signatures. The
9. Node IDs are included in certificates. Please refer to [18] on how the
RDP is processed in a hop-by-hop manner.
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Fig. 2. Average data packet delay.
Fig. 1. Average route discovery delay.

routing reply and error packets in ARAN-CKM are
modified similarly.
We run simulations to compare the routing performance
of ARAN-CKM and ARAN-IKM. The results generated
with AODV are also provided as the baseline. Again,
20 CBR sessions are used in the simulations and each
simulation is executed for 15 simulated minutes. In our
simulation results, each data item represents an average of
10 runs with identical traffic models, but with different
mobility scenarios.
We use four key performance metrics to evaluate the
performance. Average route discovery delay measures the
average latency from the time of sending a RDP to receiving
the first corresponding route reply. Average data packet delay
measures the average time from the sending of a data packet
by a CBR source until its reception at the corresponding
CBR destination. This includes all possible delay caused by
buffering during route discovery, queuing delay at the
interface, retransmission delay at the MAC layer, and
propagation and transmission delay at the physical layer.
Packet delivery ratio (PDR) measures the ratio of the data
packets delivered to the destination to those generated by
the CBR sources. Finally, normalized routing load measures
the average amount of routing packet byte transmitted per
delivered data packet byte. Each hop-wise transmission of a
routing packet byte is counted as one transmission.
The advantages of ARAN-CKM over AODV in the
presence of malicious nodes have been demonstrated in
[18]. For simplicity, we just compare the performance of
AODV, ARAN-CKM, and ARAN-IKM when all the nodes
in the network are well-behaved or benign. Note that, no
matter whether there are malicious nodes or not, the
operations of both ARAN-CKM and ARAN-IKM remain
the same. Therefore, as long as we can show that ARANIKM outperforms ARAN-CKM in the simulated scenarios,
it will also demonstrate better performance than the latter
and thus AODV in the face of malicious nodes. In all of our
simulation results, AODV always outperforms both ARANCKM and ARAN-IKM. This is of no surprise because there
are no efforts at all made in AODV to deal with routing
attacks. We will focus on discussing the difference between
ARAN-CKM and ARAN-IKM.
Fig. 1 compares the average route discovery delay of
ARAN-CKM and ARAN-IKM under three mobility scenarios. We can observe that ARAN-IKM always exhibits
shorter route discovery delay than ARAN-CKM. The key
reason is that routing discovery and reply packets in

ARAN-CKM are of much larger sizes than those of
ARAN-IKM. As a result, routing packets in ARAN-CKM
are more subject to loss due to collisions with other data or
routing packets during their transmission. When a source
does not receive a route reply packet after sending the
RDP for a while, it has to resend the RDP, which worsens
the situation. This contributes to the shown advantage of
ARAN-IKM over ARAN-CKM. In addition, the performance difference between ARAN-IKM and ARAN-CKM
becomes more and more significant with the increase of
node mobility. For example, when the node speed is
15 m/s, the route discovery delay of ARAN-IKM is about
390.08 ms, representing a saving of about 28 percent as
compared to the 540.32 ms delay of ARAN-CKM. That is
because high mobility means that routes will break more
frequently, so accordingly route discovery needs to be
performed more frequently. Since more routing packets
are involved, their probabilities of colliding with other
traffic become increasingly higher in ARAN-CKM than in
ARAN-IKM.
Fig. 2 plots the average data packet delay versus node
speed. As we can see, ARAN-IKM has a significant
advantage over ARAN-CKM in all three mobility scenarios.
In particular, when the node speed is 5 or 10 or 15 m/s, the
data packet delay of ARAN-CKM is about 4.68 or 7.86 or
8.04 times longer than that of ARAN-IKM. This result is
partly due to the shorter route discovery delay ARAN-IKM
has than ARAN-CKM, which results in shorter delay
caused by buffering at the network layer. Another more
important reason is that MAC-layer frames in the IEEE
802.11, including RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK, are more subject
to collisions with the MAC frames of routing packets in
ARAN-CKM than in ARAN-IKM because the former has
much larger-sized routing packets. The situation deteriorates with the increase in node mobility and thus the
increase in the number of routing packets. As a result, data
packets in ARAN-CKM experience much longer queuing
and retransmission delay at the MAC layer.
Fig. 3 shows the PDRs of AODV, ARAN-IKM, and
ARAN-CKM for three mobility scenarios. In all cases,
ARAN-IKM demonstrates performance close to AODV and
higher than ARAN-CKM. This mainly results from the fact
that a smaller portion of data packets are dropped in
ARAN-IKM than in ARAN-CKM due to attainment of the
retransmission limit at the MAC layer. The ultimate reason,
however, is still because of the larger-sized routing packets
in ARAN-CKM. Finally, the normalized routing load of
ARAN-IKM and ARAN-CKM are shown in Fig. 4. For node
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have much influence on the research paradigm of the whole
community and stimulate many other fresh research outcomes. As our future work, we will seek efficient solutions
based on IKM to a variety of challenging security issues in
MANETs such as intrusion detection and secure routing.
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